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DIMENSIONS / 31" µ 41" (finished size)

www.LaurenAndJessiJung.com

www.LaurenAndJessiBlog.com

WEBSITE / 

BLOG / 

SUPPLIES /
The quilt on the cover is shown using BIRDS & BERRIES by 
Lauren + Jessi Jung.  

ABOUT /
This BIRDS & BERRIES wall hanging is the perfect project to 

brighten up any day! It’s quick and easy, and charm square 

friendly... Allowing you to enjoy all the delicious colors and 

patterns in our new line.

Birds / Berries / 3-D Leaves / Border      
    2 charm packs

Background
 3/4  yard

Backing / Binding
 1 1/3  yards

11 Buttons

Batting

Fusible Web
  



PLACEMENT CHART

41"

31"



PROMOTIONAL PATTERN

Read through complete pattern instructions before starting. 
Use a ¼" seam allowance.

DIRECTIONS
Cut selvage edges off of background fabric, so that width mea-
sures 37". Trim top and bottom edges to measure 27" in length.

1

Trace 37 (4") circles, 5 bird bodies, and 5 wings on to paper 
side of fusible web. (Reverse 2-3 bird bodies when tracing.) 
Cut around shapes, leaving about ¼" surrounding each shape.

2

Place each circle on the wrong side of a charm square, rough 
side down. Place a bird body and wing on each of the 5 
remaining squares. Follow manufacturer’s instructions for 
fusing and cutting out shapes.

3

BORDER

Randomly arrange birds and berries on background. Fuse to 
background (following manufacturer’s instructions). Machine 
appliqué shapes.

4

27"

Sew 6 charm squares together. Press seams. Cut ends to fit 
27" sides.

5

Cut strip in half lengthwise to create 2 (2½" µ 27") border 
strips. Sew to quilt sides.

6

Sew 9 charm squares together. Repeat procedure to create 2 
(2½" µ 41") strips. Sew to quilt top and bottom.

7



3-D LEAVES
Trace and cut a 4½" circles out of each remaining 27 charm 
squares. (Each leaf takes 1 circle.)

8

FOLD

FO
LD

Fold circle in half, and in half again, with right sides showing. 9

Repeat with 1-2 more circles. Then knot thread and sew a run-
ning stitch along each circle’s raw edge.

10

Pull thread to gather circles. Tack last circle to first circle, 
keeping thread taut, and pull to close up center hole.  Secure a 
button to hide the hole. Knot thread to finish leaf stem. Make 
11 stem groups.

Note before quiltiNg: 
Cut 4 (2”) strips, selvage to sel-
vage, from backing fabric to use 
as binding.

11

Layer, pin, and quilt as desired. Then bind. And finally, tack 
leaves to quilt top.

12

CUT 5 TOTAL
(2 OR 3 SHOULD BE REVERSED)

bird

CUT 5 TOTAL

wing

templates


